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The transition to High Maturity: 11 required phases

Basking in the afterglow of achieving ML3, your boss says, “How soon can we be
ML5?” The answer isn’t in the CMMI, you’re mortified, but your journey begins
nonetheless. This is a brief discussion of the key life cycle phases required for any
organization to transition to high maturity. The order, duration, and overlap will be as
unique as each organization that makes the climb, but each phase must be fully achieved.
These phases are:

Compare yourself to the HiMat requirements in the CMMI
Study theses requirements, check the organization against them, and repeat. Your
understanding of HiMat in the CMMI will shift as often as the ground under southern
California.

Learn about statistical methods
Statistical techniques and methods as applied to product and process management. A
statistics guru must be hired or grown who is intimate with the organization’s inner
workings and culture. This guru must have a genuinely workable understanding of
Minitab, Crystal Ball, or R.

Commit a statistical act
Statistical techniques, some tools in hand, and a large volume of data from ML3; where
to begin? The first attempt will be imperfect, accept this and get started. Every day you
wait is a day added to your maturity level 5 destination.

Realize issues in ML3
The first statistical analysis of ML3 data immediately reveals the lack of ML3 process
adherence. What were subtleties in ML3 now become glaring issues through statistical
lenses. Use your level 3 process improvement machinery to shore this up and keep
moving forward.

Determine/Interpret organizational goals- Senior Management’s role
Senor management must articulate their goals for the organization and quantify at least
some of them. This is greatly assisted by a Balanced Score Card, but in the absence of
one, the EPG must spend time “nurturing” their management into creating at least some
equivalent. Genuine high maturity cannot without senior management’s active
participation.

Determine Org Quantitative Process Performance Objectives (QPPO) and project QPPO
A clear lineage from organization goals, to organization QPPOs, to project QPPOs, to
measures and statistical techniques is necessary.

Create Process Performance Baselines (PPB), Process Performance Models (PPM)
Models and baselines must yield useful information, be maintainable, have interfaces that
can be used by practitioners, and portray data so that needed reactions to these data are
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close to intuitive. The inner workings of PPBs and PPMs are statistically complex, but
the application to projects MUST be user friendly.

Solidify reaction rules (e.g., Western Electric Company (WECO))
Having statistically portrayed project data is nifty; knowing how to react is the other half
of the picture. False positives can negate the value of the HiMat pursuit. Experimentation
with reaction rules and the careful detection of false positives is another necessary step
that requires patients.

Create all needed tools, infrastructure
Package the user interface, instructions, training, templates, review methods, and
communication methods into a useful solution that allows your practitioners to meet
project and organizational goals. The ultimate users of this solution are NOT just the
statistics nerds or the process nerds.

Pilot PPBs, PPMs, tools, and infrastructure
Various projects may have already piloted parts of the HiMat solution. The organization
must ensure the entire packaged solution is piloted prior to roll out.

Roll out PPBs, PPMs tools, and infrastructure
Carefully plan the roll out and do not underestimate any aspect of it. This is not a time to
cut corners. Utilize your current dossier of projects considering their current life cycle
phase and other key characteristics. Project later in their life cycle may skip this roll out
altogether.

Some lessons learned:

- You have to do your best to understand HiMat, but you won’t get it the 1st (or 2nd) time,
- Affirm management’s interpretation of goals and be prepared for surprises,
- The schedule will not be like any other, so you can’t manage it like a normal project,
- Once you think it’s all in place, have a B appraisal and take your Prozac, and
- Can’t do HiMat in a top down fashion.

Thank you- John Ryskowski


